Technical FAQ

Sivoia QS Wireless Insulating Honeycomb Shades
®

Operation
What is the difference between a Sivoia QS Wireless honeycomb shade and a SerenaTM remote
controlled honeycomb shade, i.e. a “system” versus a “non-system” honeycomb?
	
Sivoia QS Wireless honeycomb shades can be integrated into a whole home automation system such
as RadioRA® 2, GRAFIK Eye® QS, or HomeWorks® QS. (We can also integrate these shades with
HomeWorks® Illumination using RadioRA 2 software.) This app note provides instructions on interfacing
honeycombs with HomeWorks Illumination.
When integrating Sivoia QS Wireless honeycomb shades, into a RadioRA 2 or HomeWorks QS
system you can:
•	
create preset scenes that allow you to control shades, as well as adjust the temperature
and lights and turn on/off standby power to small appliances at the touch of a button.
•	
have a variety of control options, including Pico® wireless controls, GRAFIK Eye QS,
seeTouch® keypads, timeclock events, and mobile devices, such as your iPad®, iPhone®,
iPod Touch®, and AndroidTM*.
•	
integrate your shades with a 3rd party control system, such as a touchscreen or
universal remote.
	
Serena remote controlled honeycomb shades are a standalone solution that cannot be updated to
work as a Sivoia QS Wireless system solution. With Serena remote controlled honeycomb shades, you can
control one or more shades via a Pico wireless control or IR remote.
	Pico wireless controls communicate via Clear ConnectTM Radio Frequency (RF)
technology. The Pico is ideal for a window with drapery, a valance, or a cornice
because the remote’s RF signal doesn’t require line-of-sight, so it can travel
through those window treatments.
•	
IR remotes communicate via infrared technology and operate by sending a signal
from the remote to the shade via line-of-sight. Window treatments such as a
drapery, valance, or cornice will obstruct the IR signal. Serena IR codes can be
learned, allowing you to control your TV and shades from the same universal
IR remote.
•

IR remote

Pico

Do these shades operate quietly?
	Just as with all Lutron® shading solutions, honeycomb shades defy the current sound level that is standard
in the industry today. At a sound level of less than 44 dBA from 3 feet away, Lutron honeycomb shades are
the same sound level as you’d find in a quiet room or a library.
What is the warranty coverage for this product?
Our shade warranty is an 8-year limited warranty. Learn more
* iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple®, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Use of this
trademark is subject to Google Permissions.
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